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Multi-parton interactions are a fascinating phenomenon that occur in almost every high-energy
hadron–hadron collision, yet are remarkably di�cult to study quantitatively. In this letter we
present a strategy to optimally disentangle multi-parton interactions from the primary scattering in
a collision. That strategy enables probes of multi-parton interactions that are significantly beyond
the state of the art, including their characteristic momentum scale, the interconnection between
primary and secondary scatters, and the pattern of three and potentially even more simultaneous
hard scatterings. This opens a path to powerful new constraints on multi-parton interactions for
LHC phenomenology and to the investigation of their rich field-theoretical structure.

At high-energy hadron colliders such as CERN’s Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), almost every event that gets
studied is accompanied by multiple additional parton in-
teractions (MPI) from the same proton–proton collision,
cf. Fig. 1. For example in each proton–proton collision
that produces a Z or Higgs boson (the “primary” pro-
cess), models suggest that there are about ten additional
parton collisions that occur simultaneously, usually in-
volving QCD scatterings of quarks and gluons. MPI are
typically considered to be part of the non-perturbative
modelling of hadron collisions. However, as we shall make
evident, a notable characteristic of MPI models is that
the largest momentum transfer across the di↵erent MPI
scatters — about 10GeV of transverse momentum —
is much larger than the usual non-perturbative scale of
QCD (1GeV) and well within the perturbative regime.
In a context where there is an ambitious worldwide e↵ort
to bring high precision in perturbative QCD calculations
for the primary process [1–3], it is essential to develop
a deep understanding also of the structure of the MPI
scatters.

The significant importance of MPI has led to exten-
sive work, both experimental and theoretical [4]. On the
experimental front, the interpretation of the results is
usually hampered by the di�culty of unambiguously sep-
arating the MPI signal from the primary hard scattering.
This limits the scope for investigating some of the most
intriguing theoretical questions surrounding MPI.

In this letter we propose an approach to investigate
MPI scatters in Drell-Yan events that optimally sup-
presses the contamination from the primary hard scat-
tering. This opens the path to a programme of experi-
mental study of MPI that goes significantly beyond the
current state of the art. Features that we will highlight
include (a) the clarity of the MPI signal; (b) scope for
quantitative investigations of the leading two hard scat-
ters (2HS) that includes direct experimental sensitivity to
perturbative interconnection [5–9] between the primary
process and the second hard scatter, cf. Fig. 1b; and (c)
the potential for observation of high-purity triple parton
scattering (Fig. 1c) [10, 11], as well as sensitivity to even

FIG. 1. Illustration of some MPI configurations that will be
probed in this paper: (a) standard double hard scattering,
producing a Z boson and a pair of jets; (b) perturbative in-
terconnection between the partons involved in the two hard
scatterings, where the q̄ that produces the Z and the q that
scatters to produce the dijet system both have a common ori-
gin in the perturbative splitting of a gluon; and (c) a process
with three hard scatterings.

more than three scatters.

The foundation of our approach is the well-known
fact [12] that if one considers events where the Drell-
Yan pair has a low transverse momentum, the amount
of initial-state radiation (ISR) is strongly constrained.
To illustrate this quantitatively, we examine the aver-
age transverse momentum of the leading jet in Drell-
Yan events as a function of the Z transverse momentum.
Specifically, we consider Z ! µ+µ� events and cluster
all particles other than the muons with a jet algorithm
(the anti-kt algorithm [13] with a jet radius of R = 0.7,
as implemented in FastJet [14]). Experimentally, this
observable could be studied using charged-track jets, or
possibly standard jets in a dedicated low-pileup run. We
return to the charged-track jet case in more detail below,
but at this stage of the discussion, to help expose the ba-
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Classic challenge in multi-parton  
interaction (MPI) studies
Distinguishing two contributions: 

➤ two independent hard scatterings 
(2HS)  

➤ a single hard scattering (1HS) with 
extra radiation 

Both have experimental signature of Z 
boson (→ 2 leptons) + jets

3

Z

Z

Double-parton scattering (2HS)

Background from  
Single-parton scattering (1HS) 
including radiation
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Illustration: W+2-jets study
➤ E.g. ATLAS,  + 2 jets 

1301.6872 

➤ Exploits fact that MPI jet-pair more 
likely to balance than radiation jet pair, 
so MPI should be enhanced for 

 

➤ That works to some extent, but relative 
MPI (2HS) fraction is moderate (  25%) 

➤ Quantitative analysis requires very good 
understanding of radiation in single hard 
scattering (1HS)

W → ℓν

Δjets = ⃗pJ1
T + ⃗pJ2

T → 0

≲

4

Hard double-parton interactions in W (→ !ν) + 2-jet events 12
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Figure 4. Distribution of (a) ∆njets and (b) ∆jets in the inclusive A+H+J pseudo-data (dots)
compared to the results of fitting ∆njets by a linear combination of Template A (dashed line)
extracted from this sample and of Template B obtained from the dijet data (blue solid line).
The result is shown as the green histogram. The bins to the right of the vertical dash-dotted
line were excluded from the fit. The pseudo-data and the overall fit have been normalised to
unity, Template A to 1− f (MC)DP (∆njets) and Template B to f

(MC)
DP (∆njets).

In the fit to the distribution of ∆njets, events with ∆
n
jets > 0.93 (corresponding to the last

two bins of the fit) were ignored, since they represent configurations with two nearly parallel
jets and therefore rather test the parton shower model. The fit minimisation, when performed
to the ∆jets instead of the ∆njets distribution, resulted in a value f

(MC)
DP (∆jets) that was within

13% of f (MC)DP (∆njets). The resulting description of the distributions in ∆
n
jets and ∆jets by the

combination of the Templates A and B, using f (MC)DP (∆njets), are shown in Figure 4.

7.2. Influence of pile-up

In order to account for the influence of pile-up, the extraction of f (MC)DP was repeated after
selecting only events with the requirement of exactly one reconstructed vertex, imposed on
both the inclusive A+H+J sample and Template A. A subset of dijet events from earlier data-
taking periods, where the effects of pile-up were smaller, was used to model Template B.
In this way, the fitted value of f (MC)DP represents the DPI rate that would be extracted in the
absence of pile-up. The result is

f (MC)DP (∆njets) = 0.059±0.007 (stat.) , (13)

which is in good agreement with that obtained from a fit to the ∆jets distribution. The ratio,
rpile−up, of the f

(MC)
DP value with the one-vertex requirement to that without the requirement,

without accounting for the effect of correlations§, is rpile−up = 1.17± 0.15 (stat.). A direct
extraction of f (D)DP using only single pp interactions is not possible due to the small numbers

§ The impact of including the correlations is estimated to result in a maximum reduction of the statistical
uncertainty on rpile−up to 0.12.

ATLAS 
data

MPI template

Δjets = | ⃗pJ1
T + ⃗pJ2

T | [GeV]Δjets = | ⃗pJ1
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Avoid radiation issue: same-sign WW
➤ even traditional “gold-

plated” MPI processes are 
difficult 

➤ Here  → same-sign 
leptons, CMS 2206.02681 

➤ many other backgrounds → 
need for BDT makes it 
difficult to study MPI 
physics 

➤ 6.2σ observation with full 
Run 2 dataset
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Figure 2: Postfit distribution of the final BDT discriminant output for the four lepton flavor
and sign categories. The SPS W±W±, ttV, and VVV contributions are grouped as the “Rare”
background. The total postfit uncertainty in the signal and background predictions is shown
as the hatched band. The bottom panels show the ratio of data to the sum of all background
contributions as the black data points along with the extracted signal shown by the red line.
The vertical error bars on the data points represent the statistical uncertainty of the data.

A value of seff is extracted from Eq. (1), using the measured sW±W±

DPS value and the next-to-
NLO prediction for the single W+ (W�) production cross section including leptonic decays
of 35.4 ± 1.4 (26.0 ± 1.0) nb [91, 92]. This procedure results in a value of 12.2+2.9

�2.2 mb, consis-
tent with previous measurements of this quantity from final states with vector bosons [19, 26].
Tabulated results are provided in HEPData [93].

In summary, the first observation of W±W± production from double parton scattering pro-
cesses in proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV has been reported. The analyzed data set

corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 138 fb�1, collected in 2016–2018 using the CMS de-
tector at the LHC. Events are selected by requiring same-sign electron-muon or dimuon pairs
with moderate missing transverse momentum and low jet multiplicity. Boosted decision trees
are used to discriminate between the signal and the dominant background processes. A fidu-
cial cross section of 6.28± 0.81 (stat)± 0.69 (syst)± 0.37 (model) fb is extracted, and an inclusive
cross section of 80.7 ± 11.2 (stat)+9.5

�8.6 (syst) ± 12.1 (model) fb is measured. This corresponds to
an observed significance of the signal above the background-only hypothesis of 6.2 standard
deviations. A value of the DPS effective cross section, characterizing the transverse distribution
of partons in the proton, seff = 12.2+2.9

�2.2 mb is extracted.
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pp→ Z + X: can we constrain radiation from Z scattering?

➤ Consider process with MPI 
simulation turned off  
(i.e. just 1HS) 

➤ Look at avg.  of leading jet 
( ) as a function of Z  ( )

pt
pℓ

tj pt ptZ

6

Leading jet pt v. Z pt
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pp→ Z + X: can we constrain radiation from Z scattering?

➤ Consider process with MPI 
simulation turned off  
(i.e. just 1HS) 

➤ Look at avg.  of leading jet 
( ) as a function of Z  ( )

pt
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➤ Most of  range: almost 
perfect linear correlation, since 
leading jet balances 

ptZ

ptZ
Z

g

g
➤ For :  saturates at 

about 2–3 GeV: two soft jets 
balance each other

ptZ → 0 ⟨pℓ
tj ⟩

Leading jet pt v. Z pt
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pp→ Z + X: can we constrain radiation from Z scattering?

➤ For , average  of 
leading jet can be calculated 
from resummation 

              

➤ By constraining  we can 
forbid most radiation above 
this characteristic 2–3 GeV 
scale 

[classic Parisi-Petronzio ’79]

ptZ → 0 pt

∼ ΛM

ptZ

7

2

FIG. 2. The average leading jet transverse momentum hp`tji
as a function of the Z transverse momentum, in Z ! µ+µ�

events, with muon selection cuts as indicated in the plot. A
radius of R = 0.7 is used here to reduce the loss of trans-
verse momentum from the jet due to final-state radiation and
hadronisation and so more accurately track the transverse
momentum of the underlying parton.

sic physical dynamics and scales, it is useful to retain all
particles in the jet clustering. Fig. 2 shows results both
without and with MPI.

Let us first concentrate on the curves without MPI:
one is from a resummed calculation (RadISH NNLL [15–
17]), the other from a Monte Carlo simulation that uses
a combination of MiNNLO [18, 19] with POWHEG [20–
22] and Pythia 8.3 [23] (with HepMC2 [24]), and the
third is from Pythia alone. All Pythia results use the
Monash tune [25]. All three curves in Fig. 2 show the
same features, namely that for almost the whole range
of ptZ , the average leading jet pt is roughly proportional
to ptZ (with a proportionality coe�cient close to 1), a
consequence of momentum conservation between the jet
and the Z boson. For ptZ below about 2�3GeV the
average leading jet pt saturates. Events with very small
ptZ mostly occur when the transverse recoil from one
initial-state radiated gluon cancels with that from other
initial-state radiation. In this region, the average leading
jet pt has the parametric form ([26], § A1)

hp`tjiptZ!0 ⇠ ⇤

✓
M

⇤

◆ ln 2+
1+

,  =
2CF

⇡�0
, (1)

where ⇤ is the scale of the Landau pole in QCD, M is
the invariant mass of the Drell-Yan pair, �0 = (11CA �

2nf )/(12⇡) and CF = 4/3, CA = 3, while nf is the
number of light quark flavours. With nf = 5, this gives
⇤0.51M0.49. In practice this simple scaling is accurate
only for large values of M , and the result from a full
NNLL resummation (green curve) can be read o↵ as
the intercept of the corresponding curve in Fig. 2, i.e.
2.5GeV, which coincides well with the intercept of the

simulations without MPI (blue curves).
Next consider the red curves in Fig. 2, those with MPI.

For high ptZ values, the leading jet pt again tracks ptZ .
However for low ptZ values, the average leading jet pt
saturates at a value of about 10GeV, which is signifi-
cantly above the MPI-o↵ result. The interpretation is
that in events with MPI, for low ptZ , the leading jet al-
most always comes from an MPI scatter, not from the
hard scatter, and it has a characteristic scale of the or-
der of 10GeV.
Fig. 2 provides the foundation for the rest of this letter.

Specifically, if we consider events with a stringent cut on
ptZ , we ensure the near total absence of hadronic radia-
tion from the primary scatter (defined as that producing
the Z). Existing experimental work confirms that the rel-
ative MPI contribution is enhanced by choosing a low ptZ
cut, for example using ptZ < 5 or 10GeV [27–31]. From
Fig. 2 we observe that if we choose a ptZ cut that corre-
sponds to the onset of the low ptZ plateau of the MPI-o↵
curves, i.e. ptZ < CZ = 2GeV, we will obtain a near op-
timal selection for the study of MPI: if one takes CZ any
higher, one increases contamination from hadronic activ-
ity due to the primary hard scatter; if one takes it any
lower, there is no further advantage in terms of reducing
primary hard-scatter contamination, but one loses cross
section (and also reaches the limit of experimental lepton
resolution). Our choice selects about 4�5% of the Drell-
Yan events that pass the muon cuts, i.e. a cross section
after the CZ cut of about 40 pb at

p
s = 13.6TeV. For

an LHC Run 3 luminosity of 300 fb�1, this would yield a
sample of about 12 million events.
At first sight, Fig. 2 might suggest that MPI dynamics

can be observed only at relatively low p`tj ⇠ 10GeV.
However after applying the ptZ cut, we can consider a
much wider array of observables, some of which extend
over a range of jet transverse momenta. The simplest
is the cumulative inclusive jet spectrum, i.e. the average
number of jets above some ptj,min, as a function of ptj,min,

hn(ptj,min)iCZ =
1

�(ptZ < CZ)

Z

ptj,min

dptj
d�jet(ptZ < CZ)

dptj
.

(2)
To a good approximation this observable is given by a
straight sum of the number of jets from the primary pro-
cess and the number of jets from the MPI. The approxi-
mation is broken only by the potential overlap (in a cone
of size R in rapidity and azimuth) of hadrons from the
two scatters, and the approximation is exact in the limit
of small R. Precisely for this reason, from here onwards
we shall use R = 0.4 rather than the R = 0.7 of Fig. 2.
All results (R = 0.4 and R = 0.7) use area subtrac-
tion [32, 33] to further reduce the impact of such over-
lap, notably as concerns any underlying-event pedestal of
transverse momentum from the softest part of the MPI.
We include a jet rapidity cut, |yj | < 2, to mimic the
central acceptance of the ATLAS and CMS detectors.
The cumulative inclusive jet spectrum is shown in

Fig. 3. It is clear that the vast majority of jets come from
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pp→ Z + X: what is intrinsic scale of MPI jets?

➤ next step: turn MPI on 

➤ for , leading jet  is 
now ~10 GeV instead of 2–3 
GeV [not so soft!] 

➤ because there is almost always 
an MPI jet that is much harder 
than the soft jets from Z-
process 

➤ suggests we should study 
MPI with help of a tight cut 
on  

ptZ → 0 pt

ptZ

8

MP
I of
f

MPI o
n

Leading jet pt v. Z pt
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Is this not obvious?
➤ There has been some past 

study of MPI with  cutsptZ

9
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FIG. 2. Jet multiplicity distributions are compared for events with and without MPI. The events
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pythia8. Jets with pT larger than 20 GeV/c are considered. The distributions are shown (a)

without any condition on pZT and (b) with pZT less than 10 GeV/c. The ratio plot in the bottom

panel shows deviations of the distributions after switching o↵ MPI.

of MPI. The sensitivity to the presence of MPI increases significantly by requiring an upper

cut on the pT of Z-boson. It is observed that parameters of the MPI model, have increased

sensitivity in the jet multiplicity distribution than the correlation observables. Hence jet

multiplicity distribution associated with Z-boson can be used to perform the inclusive MPI

measurements at the LHC and constraint MPI model parameters with better precision.
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This study: establish what cut to use, explore opportunities that open up
We want balance between  

➤ maximising statistics (favours loose cut on ) 

➤ minimising radiation from Z hard system (favours tight cut on )

Z

Z

10

 v.  plot tells us that the optimum is a 
requirement  

➤ any smaller and we lose statistics without 
reducing  scale of radiation from Z process 

➤ any higher and we increase  scale of radiation 
➤ [should also be realistic given experimental resolution]

ptj ptZ

ptZ ≲ 2 GeV

pt

pt
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This study: establish what cut to use, explore opportunities that open up
We want balance between  

➤ maximising statistics (favours loose cut on ) 

➤ minimising radiation from Z hard system (favours tight cut on )

Z

Z

10

 v.  plot tells us that the optimum is a 
requirement  

➤ any smaller and we lose statistics without 
reducing  scale of radiation from Z process 

➤ any higher and we increase  scale of radiation 
➤ [should also be realistic given experimental resolution]

ptj ptZ

ptZ ≲ 2 GeV

pt

pt

ptZ < 2 GeV cut retains 4 ‒ 5% of Z-pole Drell-Yan events 
For Z → μ+μ‒, residual cross section is ~40pb 

Corresponds to 12 million events for 300fb-1 in Run 3
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Simplest observable: cumulative inclusive jet spectrum for ptZ <  2 GeV
For small jet radius (here ) 
this is a linear sum of 

➤ cumulative jet spectrum from 
1HS process  

➤ cumulative jet spectrum from any 
additional hard scatters 

Dominated by jets from additional 
hard scatters

R = 0.4
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FIG. 3. The cumulative inclusive jet spectrum hn(ptj,min)iCZ

normalised to the number of events passing the cut ptZ <
CZ = 2GeV, with MPI on and o↵. The lower panel shows
the fraction of jets that come from the MPI, demonstrating
purity of 50�90% across a broad range of ptj,min jet cuts.

the MPI scatters rather than the primary scatter, even
for the relatively large value of ptj,min = 50GeV. Looking
instead at moderately low ptj,min values, Fig. 3 indicates
that on average there is one jet with pt & 6GeV, which is
broadly consistent with the plateau at 10GeV in Fig. 2,
considering that Fig. 3 uses R = 0.4 instead of R = 0.7,
and that it has a limited rapidity acceptance. Note that
for large ptj,min, the sample without MPI is dominated
by events where the Z is accompanied by two opposing
jets. The Pythia8+MiNNLO sample includes the ma-
trix element for that process at leading order (LO), while
Pythia8 does not, thus explaining the observed di↵erence
between the two curves for pt & 10GeV.

It is useful to define the pure MPI contribution to the
cumulative inclusive jet spectrum,

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
CZ

⌘ hn(ptj,min)iCZ�hn(ptj,min)i
no-MPI
CZ

.
(3)

In an actual experimental analysis, one might want to
use a next-to-leading order (NLO) Z + 2jet sample to
subtract the hard-event contribution. Let us now see how
Eq. (3) connects with the widely used “pocket formula”
for double-parton scattering. That formula states that
the double-parton scattering cross section for two hard
processes A and B is given by

�AB =
�A�B

�e↵
, (4)

where �e↵ for pp collisions is measured to be of the or-
der of 15�20mb [34–40] (for processes involving a vector
boson) and is related to an e↵ective area over which in-
teracting partons are distributed in the proton. We take
process A to be Z production with ptZ < CZ and process
B to be inclusive jet production, and consider a ptj,min

that is large enough for the pocket-formula to be valid,

i.e. such that �B/�e↵ ⌧ 1. This yields ([26], § A2)

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
CZ

'
1

�e↵

Z

ptj,min

dptj
d�jet

dptj
, (5)

where d�jet

dptj
is the inclusive jet cross section for jet pro-

duction, without any requirement that a Z be present in
the event.1 The right-hand-side of Eq. (5) does not in-
volve CZ , and thus the pocket-formula prediction is that
hn(ptj,min)i

pure-MPI
CZ

should be independent of CZ .
The pocket formula is, however, known to be an ap-

proximation. The di�culty of obtaining a pure MPI
sample has so far limited the scope for investigating
more sophisticated theoretical predictions. One partic-
ularly interesting e↵ect not captured in the pocket for-
mula relates to perturbative interconnection between the
primary scattering and the secondary scattering, as in
Fig. 1b, where at least some of the partons entering
the two separate hard scattering processes (Z and dijet
production) have a common origin, e.g. a perturbative
g ! qq̄ splitting, with the q̄ involved in Z production
and the q involved in di-jet production.
Our procedure of constraining the Z transverse mo-

mentum means that the partons that annihilate to pro-
duce the Z will almost always have a low transverse mo-
mentum, which reduces the likelihood of their having
been produced in a perturbative splitting. In contrast,
if we relax the constraint on ptZ , we will allow for sub-
stantially more initial-state radiation from the partons
that go on to produce the Z. The ISR partons can then
take part in a separate hard scatter, i.e. increasing the
interconnection contribution to 2HS, Fig. 1b.
To evaluate potential sensitivity to this e↵ect, we ex-

amine the ratio between the 2HS rate with loose (CZ =
15GeV) and tight (CZ = 2GeV) constraints on ptZ ,

r15/2 =
hn(ptj,min)i

pure-MPI
15

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
2

. (6)

In each case the 2HS rate is normalised to the number
of Z bosons that pass the selection cut. With the pocket
formula the ratio should be 1, and so an experimental
measurement of r15/2 has the potential to provide pow-
erful constraints on deviations from the pocket formula.
Note that with CZ = 15GeV, the pure-MPI jet fraction
is predicted by Pythia8+MiNNLO to be about 25% at
ptj,min = 40GeV ([26], § A3), which should be adequate
for a quantitative extraction of r15/2.

1 Using the Pythia minimum-bias process to generate the refer-
ence jet sample, we find �e↵ ' 30mb, somewhat larger than in
standard measurements. This may imply that Pythia is un-
derestimating the MPI or overestimating the minimum-bias jet
spectrum, or that the data used for standard �e↵ extractions
has a higher level of MPI activity than would be seen with a
ptZ < 2GeV cut.

MPI on

MPI off

ptj,min MPI purity
10 GeV 90%
20 GeV 78%
40 GeV 60%
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Connection with “pocket formula” (sigma effective)

12

Pocket formula says that cross section for two processes A and B to happen 
simultaneously is 

 

where  is a normalisation factor roughly connected with area over which partons are 
concentrated in the proton.

σAB =
σAσB

σeff

σeff
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Connection with “pocket formula” (sigma effective)

 = average number of jets above  for a given cut  on ⟨n(ptj,min)⟩CZ
ptj,min CZ ptZ
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FIG. 3. The cumulative inclusive jet spectrum hn(ptj,min)iCZ

normalised to the number of events passing the cut ptZ <
CZ = 2GeV, with MPI on and o↵. The lower panel shows
the fraction of jets that come from the MPI, demonstrating
purity of 50�90% across a broad range of ptj,min jet cuts.

the MPI scatters rather than the primary scatter, even
for the relatively large value of ptj,min = 50GeV. Looking
instead at moderately low ptj,min values, Fig. 3 indicates
that on average there is one jet with pt & 6GeV, which is
broadly consistent with the plateau at 10GeV in Fig. 2,
considering that Fig. 3 uses R = 0.4 instead of R = 0.7,
and that it has a limited rapidity acceptance. Note that
for large ptj,min, the sample without MPI is dominated
by events where the Z is accompanied by two opposing
jets. The Pythia8+MiNNLO sample includes the ma-
trix element for that process at leading order (LO), while
Pythia8 does not, thus explaining the observed di↵erence
between the two curves for pt & 10GeV.

It is useful to define the pure MPI contribution to the
cumulative inclusive jet spectrum,

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
CZ

⌘ hn(ptj,min)iCZ�hn(ptj,min)i
no-MPI
CZ

.
(3)

In an actual experimental analysis, one might want to
use a next-to-leading order (NLO) Z + 2jet sample to
subtract the hard-event contribution. Let us now see how
Eq. (3) connects with the widely used “pocket formula”
for double-parton scattering. That formula states that
the double-parton scattering cross section for two hard
processes A and B is given by

�AB =
�A�B

�e↵
, (4)

where �e↵ for pp collisions is measured to be of the or-
der of 15�20mb [34–40] (for processes involving a vector
boson) and is related to an e↵ective area over which in-
teracting partons are distributed in the proton. We take
process A to be Z production with ptZ < CZ and process
B to be inclusive jet production, and consider a ptj,min

that is large enough for the pocket-formula to be valid,

i.e. such that �B/�e↵ ⌧ 1. This yields ([26], § A2)

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
CZ

'
1

�e↵

Z

ptj,min

dptj
d�jet

dptj
, (5)

where d�jet

dptj
is the inclusive jet cross section for jet pro-

duction, without any requirement that a Z be present in
the event.1 The right-hand-side of Eq. (5) does not in-
volve CZ , and thus the pocket-formula prediction is that
hn(ptj,min)i

pure-MPI
CZ

should be independent of CZ .
The pocket formula is, however, known to be an ap-

proximation. The di�culty of obtaining a pure MPI
sample has so far limited the scope for investigating
more sophisticated theoretical predictions. One partic-
ularly interesting e↵ect not captured in the pocket for-
mula relates to perturbative interconnection between the
primary scattering and the secondary scattering, as in
Fig. 1b, where at least some of the partons entering
the two separate hard scattering processes (Z and dijet
production) have a common origin, e.g. a perturbative
g ! qq̄ splitting, with the q̄ involved in Z production
and the q involved in di-jet production.
Our procedure of constraining the Z transverse mo-

mentum means that the partons that annihilate to pro-
duce the Z will almost always have a low transverse mo-
mentum, which reduces the likelihood of their having
been produced in a perturbative splitting. In contrast,
if we relax the constraint on ptZ , we will allow for sub-
stantially more initial-state radiation from the partons
that go on to produce the Z. The ISR partons can then
take part in a separate hard scatter, i.e. increasing the
interconnection contribution to 2HS, Fig. 1b.
To evaluate potential sensitivity to this e↵ect, we ex-

amine the ratio between the 2HS rate with loose (CZ =
15GeV) and tight (CZ = 2GeV) constraints on ptZ ,

r15/2 =
hn(ptj,min)i

pure-MPI
15

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
2

. (6)

In each case the 2HS rate is normalised to the number
of Z bosons that pass the selection cut. With the pocket
formula the ratio should be 1, and so an experimental
measurement of r15/2 has the potential to provide pow-
erful constraints on deviations from the pocket formula.
Note that with CZ = 15GeV, the pure-MPI jet fraction
is predicted by Pythia8+MiNNLO to be about 25% at
ptj,min = 40GeV ([26], § A3), which should be adequate
for a quantitative extraction of r15/2.

1 Using the Pythia minimum-bias process to generate the refer-
ence jet sample, we find �e↵ ' 30mb, somewhat larger than in
standard measurements. This may imply that Pythia is un-
derestimating the MPI or overestimating the minimum-bias jet
spectrum, or that the data used for standard �e↵ extractions
has a higher level of MPI activity than would be seen with a
ptZ < 2GeV cut.

2

FIG. 2. The average leading jet transverse momentum hp`tji
as a function of the Z transverse momentum, in Z ! µ+µ�

events, with muon selection cuts as indicated in the plot. A
radius of R = 0.7 is used here to reduce the loss of trans-
verse momentum from the jet due to final-state radiation and
hadronisation and so more accurately track the transverse
momentum of the underlying parton.

sic physical dynamics and scales, it is useful to retain all
particles in the jet clustering. Fig. 2 shows results both
without and with MPI.

Let us first concentrate on the curves without MPI:
one is from a resummed calculation (RadISH NNLL [15–
17]), the other from a Monte Carlo simulation that uses
a combination of MiNNLO [18, 19] with POWHEG [20–
22] and Pythia 8.3 [23] (with HepMC2 [24]), and the
third is from Pythia alone. All Pythia results use the
Monash tune [25]. All three curves in Fig. 2 show the
same features, namely that for almost the whole range
of ptZ , the average leading jet pt is roughly proportional
to ptZ (with a proportionality coe�cient close to 1), a
consequence of momentum conservation between the jet
and the Z boson. For ptZ below about 2�3GeV the
average leading jet pt saturates. Events with very small
ptZ mostly occur when the transverse recoil from one
initial-state radiated gluon cancels with that from other
initial-state radiation. In this region, the average leading
jet pt has the parametric form ([26], § A1)

hp`tjiptZ!0 ⇠ ⇤

✓
M

⇤

◆ ln 2+
1+

,  =
2CF

⇡�0
, (1)

where ⇤ is the scale of the Landau pole in QCD, M is
the invariant mass of the Drell-Yan pair, �0 = (11CA �

2nf )/(12⇡) and CF = 4/3, CA = 3, while nf is the
number of light quark flavours. With nf = 5, this gives
⇤0.51M0.49. In practice this simple scaling is accurate
only for large values of M , and the result from a full
NNLL resummation (green curve) can be read o↵ as
the intercept of the corresponding curve in Fig. 2, i.e.
2.5GeV, which coincides well with the intercept of the

simulations without MPI (blue curves).
Next consider the red curves in Fig. 2, those with MPI.

For high ptZ values, the leading jet pt again tracks ptZ .
However for low ptZ values, the average leading jet pt
saturates at a value of about 10GeV, which is signifi-
cantly above the MPI-o↵ result. The interpretation is
that in events with MPI, for low ptZ , the leading jet al-
most always comes from an MPI scatter, not from the
hard scatter, and it has a characteristic scale of the or-
der of 10GeV.
Fig. 2 provides the foundation for the rest of this letter.

Specifically, if we consider events with a stringent cut on
ptZ , we ensure the near total absence of hadronic radia-
tion from the primary scatter (defined as that producing
the Z). Existing experimental work confirms that the rel-
ative MPI contribution is enhanced by choosing a low ptZ
cut, for example using ptZ < 5 or 10GeV [27–31]. From
Fig. 2 we observe that if we choose a ptZ cut that corre-
sponds to the onset of the low ptZ plateau of the MPI-o↵
curves, i.e. ptZ < CZ = 2GeV, we will obtain a near op-
timal selection for the study of MPI: if one takes CZ any
higher, one increases contamination from hadronic activ-
ity due to the primary hard scatter; if one takes it any
lower, there is no further advantage in terms of reducing
primary hard-scatter contamination, but one loses cross
section (and also reaches the limit of experimental lepton
resolution). Our choice selects about 4�5% of the Drell-
Yan events that pass the muon cuts, i.e. a cross section
after the CZ cut of about 40 pb at

p
s = 13.6TeV. For

an LHC Run 3 luminosity of 300 fb�1, this would yield a
sample of about 12 million events.
At first sight, Fig. 2 might suggest that MPI dynamics

can be observed only at relatively low p`tj ⇠ 10GeV.
However after applying the ptZ cut, we can consider a
much wider array of observables, some of which extend
over a range of jet transverse momenta. The simplest
is the cumulative inclusive jet spectrum, i.e. the average
number of jets above some ptj,min, as a function of ptj,min,

hn(ptj,min)iCZ =
1

�(ptZ < CZ)

Z

ptj,min

dptj
d�jet(ptZ < CZ)

dptj
.

(2)
To a good approximation this observable is given by a
straight sum of the number of jets from the primary pro-
cess and the number of jets from the MPI. The approxi-
mation is broken only by the potential overlap (in a cone
of size R in rapidity and azimuth) of hadrons from the
two scatters, and the approximation is exact in the limit
of small R. Precisely for this reason, from here onwards
we shall use R = 0.4 rather than the R = 0.7 of Fig. 2.
All results (R = 0.4 and R = 0.7) use area subtrac-
tion [32, 33] to further reduce the impact of such over-
lap, notably as concerns any underlying-event pedestal of
transverse momentum from the softest part of the MPI.
We include a jet rapidity cut, |yj | < 2, to mimic the
central acceptance of the ATLAS and CMS detectors.
The cumulative inclusive jet spectrum is shown in

Fig. 3. It is clear that the vast majority of jets come from

Pure MPI part extracted by subtracting no-MPI calculation (thanks to linearity)

In  picture, pure-MPI part can be connected with jet rate in min-bias events (i.e. no Z) 
NB: can be directly measured on data, identical systematics (e.g. with charge-track jets at low )

σeff
ptj
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FIG. 3. The cumulative inclusive jet spectrum hn(ptj,min)iCZ

normalised to the number of events passing the cut ptZ <
CZ = 2GeV, with MPI on and o↵. The lower panel shows
the fraction of jets that come from the MPI, demonstrating
purity of 50�90% across a broad range of ptj,min jet cuts.

the MPI scatters rather than the primary scatter, even
for the relatively large value of ptj,min = 50GeV. Looking
instead at moderately low ptj,min values, Fig. 3 indicates
that on average there is one jet with pt & 6GeV, which is
broadly consistent with the plateau at 10GeV in Fig. 2,
considering that Fig. 3 uses R = 0.4 instead of R = 0.7,
and that it has a limited rapidity acceptance. Note that
for large ptj,min, the sample without MPI is dominated
by events where the Z is accompanied by two opposing
jets. The Pythia8+MiNNLO sample includes the ma-
trix element for that process at leading order (LO), while
Pythia8 does not, thus explaining the observed di↵erence
between the two curves for pt & 10GeV.

It is useful to define the pure MPI contribution to the
cumulative inclusive jet spectrum,

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
CZ

⌘ hn(ptj,min)iCZ�hn(ptj,min)i
no-MPI
CZ

.
(3)

In an actual experimental analysis, one might want to
use a next-to-leading order (NLO) Z + 2jet sample to
subtract the hard-event contribution. Let us now see how
Eq. (3) connects with the widely used “pocket formula”
for double-parton scattering. That formula states that
the double-parton scattering cross section for two hard
processes A and B is given by

�AB =
�A�B

�e↵
, (4)

where �e↵ for pp collisions is measured to be of the or-
der of 15�20mb [34–40] (for processes involving a vector
boson) and is related to an e↵ective area over which in-
teracting partons are distributed in the proton. We take
process A to be Z production with ptZ < CZ and process
B to be inclusive jet production, and consider a ptj,min

that is large enough for the pocket-formula to be valid,

i.e. such that �B/�e↵ ⌧ 1. This yields ([26], § A2)

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
CZ

'
1

�e↵

Z

ptj,min

dptj
d�jet

dptj
, (5)

where d�jet

dptj
is the inclusive jet cross section for jet pro-

duction, without any requirement that a Z be present in
the event.1 The right-hand-side of Eq. (5) does not in-
volve CZ , and thus the pocket-formula prediction is that
hn(ptj,min)i

pure-MPI
CZ

should be independent of CZ .
The pocket formula is, however, known to be an ap-

proximation. The di�culty of obtaining a pure MPI
sample has so far limited the scope for investigating
more sophisticated theoretical predictions. One partic-
ularly interesting e↵ect not captured in the pocket for-
mula relates to perturbative interconnection between the
primary scattering and the secondary scattering, as in
Fig. 1b, where at least some of the partons entering
the two separate hard scattering processes (Z and dijet
production) have a common origin, e.g. a perturbative
g ! qq̄ splitting, with the q̄ involved in Z production
and the q involved in di-jet production.
Our procedure of constraining the Z transverse mo-

mentum means that the partons that annihilate to pro-
duce the Z will almost always have a low transverse mo-
mentum, which reduces the likelihood of their having
been produced in a perturbative splitting. In contrast,
if we relax the constraint on ptZ , we will allow for sub-
stantially more initial-state radiation from the partons
that go on to produce the Z. The ISR partons can then
take part in a separate hard scatter, i.e. increasing the
interconnection contribution to 2HS, Fig. 1b.
To evaluate potential sensitivity to this e↵ect, we ex-

amine the ratio between the 2HS rate with loose (CZ =
15GeV) and tight (CZ = 2GeV) constraints on ptZ ,

r15/2 =
hn(ptj,min)i

pure-MPI
15

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
2

. (6)

In each case the 2HS rate is normalised to the number
of Z bosons that pass the selection cut. With the pocket
formula the ratio should be 1, and so an experimental
measurement of r15/2 has the potential to provide pow-
erful constraints on deviations from the pocket formula.
Note that with CZ = 15GeV, the pure-MPI jet fraction
is predicted by Pythia8+MiNNLO to be about 25% at
ptj,min = 40GeV ([26], § A3), which should be adequate
for a quantitative extraction of r15/2.

1 Using the Pythia minimum-bias process to generate the refer-
ence jet sample, we find �e↵ ' 30mb, somewhat larger than in
standard measurements. This may imply that Pythia is un-
derestimating the MPI or overestimating the minimum-bias jet
spectrum, or that the data used for standard �e↵ extractions
has a higher level of MPI activity than would be seen with a
ptZ < 2GeV cut.

min-bias
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FIG. 3. The cumulative inclusive jet spectrum hn(ptj,min)iCZ

normalised to the number of events passing the cut ptZ <
CZ = 2GeV, with MPI on and o↵. The lower panel shows
the fraction of jets that come from the MPI, demonstrating
purity of 50�90% across a broad range of ptj,min jet cuts.

the MPI scatters rather than the primary scatter, even
for the relatively large value of ptj,min = 50GeV. Looking
instead at moderately low ptj,min values, Fig. 3 indicates
that on average there is one jet with pt & 6GeV, which is
broadly consistent with the plateau at 10GeV in Fig. 2,
considering that Fig. 3 uses R = 0.4 instead of R = 0.7,
and that it has a limited rapidity acceptance. Note that
for large ptj,min, the sample without MPI is dominated
by events where the Z is accompanied by two opposing
jets. The Pythia8+MiNNLO sample includes the ma-
trix element for that process at leading order (LO), while
Pythia8 does not, thus explaining the observed di↵erence
between the two curves for pt & 10GeV.

It is useful to define the pure MPI contribution to the
cumulative inclusive jet spectrum,

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
CZ

⌘ hn(ptj,min)iCZ�hn(ptj,min)i
no-MPI
CZ

.
(3)

In an actual experimental analysis, one might want to
use a next-to-leading order (NLO) Z + 2jet sample to
subtract the hard-event contribution. Let us now see how
Eq. (3) connects with the widely used “pocket formula”
for double-parton scattering. That formula states that
the double-parton scattering cross section for two hard
processes A and B is given by

�AB =
�A�B

�e↵
, (4)

where �e↵ for pp collisions is measured to be of the or-
der of 15�20mb [34–40] (for processes involving a vector
boson) and is related to an e↵ective area over which in-
teracting partons are distributed in the proton. We take
process A to be Z production with ptZ < CZ and process
B to be inclusive jet production, and consider a ptj,min

that is large enough for the pocket-formula to be valid,

i.e. such that �B/�e↵ ⌧ 1. This yields ([26], § A2)

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
CZ

'
1

�e↵

Z

ptj,min

dptj
d�jet

dptj
, (5)

where d�jet

dptj
is the inclusive jet cross section for jet pro-

duction, without any requirement that a Z be present in
the event.1 The right-hand-side of Eq. (5) does not in-
volve CZ , and thus the pocket-formula prediction is that
hn(ptj,min)i

pure-MPI
CZ

should be independent of CZ .
The pocket formula is, however, known to be an ap-

proximation. The di�culty of obtaining a pure MPI
sample has so far limited the scope for investigating
more sophisticated theoretical predictions. One partic-
ularly interesting e↵ect not captured in the pocket for-
mula relates to perturbative interconnection between the
primary scattering and the secondary scattering, as in
Fig. 1b, where at least some of the partons entering
the two separate hard scattering processes (Z and dijet
production) have a common origin, e.g. a perturbative
g ! qq̄ splitting, with the q̄ involved in Z production
and the q involved in di-jet production.
Our procedure of constraining the Z transverse mo-

mentum means that the partons that annihilate to pro-
duce the Z will almost always have a low transverse mo-
mentum, which reduces the likelihood of their having
been produced in a perturbative splitting. In contrast,
if we relax the constraint on ptZ , we will allow for sub-
stantially more initial-state radiation from the partons
that go on to produce the Z. The ISR partons can then
take part in a separate hard scatter, i.e. increasing the
interconnection contribution to 2HS, Fig. 1b.
To evaluate potential sensitivity to this e↵ect, we ex-

amine the ratio between the 2HS rate with loose (CZ =
15GeV) and tight (CZ = 2GeV) constraints on ptZ ,

r15/2 =
hn(ptj,min)i

pure-MPI
15

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
2

. (6)

In each case the 2HS rate is normalised to the number
of Z bosons that pass the selection cut. With the pocket
formula the ratio should be 1, and so an experimental
measurement of r15/2 has the potential to provide pow-
erful constraints on deviations from the pocket formula.
Note that with CZ = 15GeV, the pure-MPI jet fraction
is predicted by Pythia8+MiNNLO to be about 25% at
ptj,min = 40GeV ([26], § A3), which should be adequate
for a quantitative extraction of r15/2.

1 Using the Pythia minimum-bias process to generate the refer-
ence jet sample, we find �e↵ ' 30mb, somewhat larger than in
standard measurements. This may imply that Pythia is un-
derestimating the MPI or overestimating the minimum-bias jet
spectrum, or that the data used for standard �e↵ extractions
has a higher level of MPI activity than would be seen with a
ptZ < 2GeV cut.
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Questions you can ask
Within pocket formula picture 

➤ how does  depend on kinematics of the jets? (→ in Pythia, , fairly 
independently of jet pt) 

Beyond DPS pocket formula 

➤ QFT effects & potential breakdown of pocket formula? 

➤ can one use this to measure 3HS, etc.? (cf. d’Enterria and Snigirev 1612.05582) 

➤

σeff σeff ≃ 30 mb

⋯
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Beyond the pocket formula
➤ Pocket formula is based on independent 

scatterings, with some effective transverse 
size over which partons are spread 

➤ But we expect some partons to come from 
splitting of common parents,“perturbative 
interconnection” 

➤ Such splittings tend to give more  to the 
partons → higher   

➤ We should see an change of MPI jet rate 
if we relax the  cut

pt
ptZ

ptZ

15

Z

Z

Studies of interconnection include Diehl & Schafer 1102.3081; Blok, Dokshitzer, 
Frankfurt & Strikman 1106.5533; Diehl, Gaunt & Schönwald, 1702.06486

https://arxiv.org/abs/1102.3081
https://arxiv.org/abs/1106.5533
https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.06486
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Can one see effect of perturbative interconnection?
Measure cumulative jet rate with two  cuts:  

➤ tight (2 GeV)  

➤ loose (15 GeV) 

Take ratio of pure-MPI jet rates  

 

Compare to  

➤ Pythia: no interconnection (expect ) 

➤ dShower: with option of interconnection 
[Cabouat, Gaunt, Ostrolenk, 1906.04669; 
Cabouat, Gaunt, 2008.01442]

ptZ

3

FIG. 3. The cumulative inclusive jet spectrum hn(ptj,min)iCZ

normalised to the number of events passing the cut ptZ <
CZ = 2GeV, with MPI on and o↵. The lower panel shows
the fraction of jets that come from the MPI, demonstrating
purity of 50�90% across a broad range of ptj,min jet cuts.

the MPI scatters rather than the primary scatter, even
for the relatively large value of ptj,min = 50GeV. Looking
instead at moderately low ptj,min values, Fig. 3 indicates
that on average there is one jet with pt & 6GeV, which is
broadly consistent with the plateau at 10GeV in Fig. 2,
considering that Fig. 3 uses R = 0.4 instead of R = 0.7,
and that it has a limited rapidity acceptance. Note that
for large ptj,min, the sample without MPI is dominated
by events where the Z is accompanied by two opposing
jets. The Pythia8+MiNNLO sample includes the ma-
trix element for that process at leading order (LO), while
Pythia8 does not, thus explaining the observed di↵erence
between the two curves for pt & 10GeV.

It is useful to define the pure MPI contribution to the
cumulative inclusive jet spectrum,

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
CZ

⌘ hn(ptj,min)iCZ�hn(ptj,min)i
no-MPI
CZ

.
(3)

In an actual experimental analysis, one might want to
use a next-to-leading order (NLO) Z + 2jet sample to
subtract the hard-event contribution. Let us now see how
Eq. (3) connects with the widely used “pocket formula”
for double-parton scattering. That formula states that
the double-parton scattering cross section for two hard
processes A and B is given by

�AB =
�A�B

�e↵
, (4)

where �e↵ for pp collisions is measured to be of the or-
der of 15�20mb [34–40] (for processes involving a vector
boson) and is related to an e↵ective area over which in-
teracting partons are distributed in the proton. We take
process A to be Z production with ptZ < CZ and process
B to be inclusive jet production, and consider a ptj,min

that is large enough for the pocket-formula to be valid,

i.e. such that �B/�e↵ ⌧ 1. This yields ([26], § A2)

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
CZ

'
1

�e↵

Z

ptj,min

dptj
d�jet

dptj
, (5)

where d�jet

dptj
is the inclusive jet cross section for jet pro-

duction, without any requirement that a Z be present in
the event.1 The right-hand-side of Eq. (5) does not in-
volve CZ , and thus the pocket-formula prediction is that
hn(ptj,min)i

pure-MPI
CZ

should be independent of CZ .
The pocket formula is, however, known to be an ap-

proximation. The di�culty of obtaining a pure MPI
sample has so far limited the scope for investigating
more sophisticated theoretical predictions. One partic-
ularly interesting e↵ect not captured in the pocket for-
mula relates to perturbative interconnection between the
primary scattering and the secondary scattering, as in
Fig. 1b, where at least some of the partons entering
the two separate hard scattering processes (Z and dijet
production) have a common origin, e.g. a perturbative
g ! qq̄ splitting, with the q̄ involved in Z production
and the q involved in di-jet production.
Our procedure of constraining the Z transverse mo-

mentum means that the partons that annihilate to pro-
duce the Z will almost always have a low transverse mo-
mentum, which reduces the likelihood of their having
been produced in a perturbative splitting. In contrast,
if we relax the constraint on ptZ , we will allow for sub-
stantially more initial-state radiation from the partons
that go on to produce the Z. The ISR partons can then
take part in a separate hard scatter, i.e. increasing the
interconnection contribution to 2HS, Fig. 1b.
To evaluate potential sensitivity to this e↵ect, we ex-

amine the ratio between the 2HS rate with loose (CZ =
15GeV) and tight (CZ = 2GeV) constraints on ptZ ,

r15/2 =
hn(ptj,min)i

pure-MPI
15

hn(ptj,min)i
pure-MPI
2

. (6)

In each case the 2HS rate is normalised to the number
of Z bosons that pass the selection cut. With the pocket
formula the ratio should be 1, and so an experimental
measurement of r15/2 has the potential to provide pow-
erful constraints on deviations from the pocket formula.
Note that with CZ = 15GeV, the pure-MPI jet fraction
is predicted by Pythia8+MiNNLO to be about 25% at
ptj,min = 40GeV ([26], § A3), which should be adequate
for a quantitative extraction of r15/2.

1 Using the Pythia minimum-bias process to generate the refer-
ence jet sample, we find �e↵ ' 30mb, somewhat larger than in
standard measurements. This may imply that Pythia is un-
derestimating the MPI or overestimating the minimum-bias jet
spectrum, or that the data used for standard �e↵ extractions
has a higher level of MPI activity than would be seen with a
ptZ < 2GeV cut.

r = 1
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FIG. 4. Pythia8+MiNNLO and dShower results for the r15/2
ratio of Eq. (6). Note the deviation from 1 when perturba-
tive interconnection is turned on between the primary and
secondary hard scatters, i.e. diagrams as in Fig. 1b. The
dShower bands correspond to scale variation (see [26] §A3 for
further details). They include only the Zgg final state, which
represents about 50% of independent 2HS, and so should be
taken as qualitative. No jet rapidity cut is applied.

Fig. 4 shows the r15/2 ratio evaluated in three ways.
The Pythia8+MiNNLO curve corresponds to a full analy-
sis, using Pythia8+MiNNLO curve itself (without MPI),
to evaluate the no-MPI contribution for Eq. (3). Pythia8
does not include a perturbative interconnection mecha-
nism (though it has correlations related to momentum
conservation and colour reconnections [41]), and one sees
a result consistent with r15/2 = 1 to within statistical
fluctuations.

Fig. 4 also includes curves from the dShower pro-
gram [42, 43]. This is a state-of-the-art code that simu-
lates a pure 2HS component, with the option of including
interconnection e↵ects according to Ref. [9]. Rather than
carrying out a full analysis (which would require a con-
sistent merging with a 1HS component), we determine
the r15/2 ratio based on the truth Monte Carlo informa-
tion about the transverse momentum of the hard outgo-
ing partons in the 2 ! 2 interaction, i.e. the second hard
scattering. The pink curve is the result without intercon-
nection (with MSTW2008 PDFs [44]), and is consistent
with 1. The orange curve includes interconnection e↵ects,
and one clearly sees a 25-30% violation of the pocket for-
mula. The scope for measuring this experimentally in a
full analysis depends critically on the systematic errors
associated with the subtraction of the no-MPI contribu-
tion in Eq. (3). The significance of such a signal is dis-
cussed in [26] §A3, for various scenarios of uncertainties
on the no-MPI term, and the conclusion is that reason-
able assumptions lead to at least 2 standard deviations
at low ptj,min, which would correspond to exclusion of
the pocket formula. The significance can be raised by
increasing the accuracy of the no-MPI predictions, e.g.

FIG. 5. The distribution of the absolute value of ��12

between the two leading charged-track jets in events with
ptZ < 2GeV (cf. text for jet cuts). The plot shows a clear
signal not just of 2HS (in the peak) but also of 3HS (plateau).

with improved higher-order calculations.

The final question that we turn to is the sensitivity
to more than two simultaneous perturbative scatterings.
So far the only attempt to study this experimentally has
been in triple charmonium production, where the mea-
sured cross section has a large uncertainty [11, 45] and
where generic di�culties in understanding charmonium
production complicate the interpretation of the results.

Here we propose the study of charged-track jets, with
moderately low pt cuts. To illustrate the study, we con-
struct charged-track jets using charged particles with
|⌘| < 2.4 and pt > 0.5GeV. The use of charged par-
ticles enables the study of moderately low pt jets even
in high-pileup runs, thus exploiting the full luminosity of
the LHC. We order the jets in decreasing pt, and first
study the two leading jets, with a “product” cut [46],
p
pt1pt2 > 9fchg GeV, and a ratio cut, pt2 > 0.6 pt1. We

quote the cuts in terms of a charged-to-neutral conversion
ratio fchg = 0.65. The overall scale of the cuts ensures a
non-negligible likelihood that each event contains at least
one pair of jets.

Fig. 5 shows results for the absolute di↵erence in az-
imuthal angles between the two jets, ��12. This observ-
able is expected to peak around ��12 = ⇡ when the two
jets come from the same hard partonic interaction, and to
be uniformly distributed between 0 and ⇡ when the two
jets come from distinct partonic interactions. The plot
clearly shows both a peak and a continuum component.
A parton-level based decomposition ([26] § A5) of each
histogram bin shows that the plateau is dominated by
events with 3 hard scatterings (3HS), where each of the
two leading jets comes from a di↵erent HS (each distinct
from the one that produced the Z). The enhancement
near ��12 = ⇡ originates mostly from 2HS where the

25% effect from interconnection

https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.04669
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.01442
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NB: 15 GeV cut reduces MPI purity, making this a difficult measurement

Plots show significance v. of 
perturbative interconnection in 
simulation 

➤ for dShower-sized effect 

➤ with various possible assumptions 
for sizes of theory uncertainties on 
1HS subtraction + their 
correlation between the two  
cuts 

➤ Just barely feasible? 

➤ motivates NNLO (matched) Z+2j 
calculations

ptj,min

ptZ
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FIG. 10. Statistical significance of the detection of the breaking of the pocket-formula with the rx/2 observable for three
di↵erent values of ⇢ in Eq. (A17) (one per column) and three di↵erent assumptions for the fractional uncertainties, fx and f2,
on the no-MPI cross section (one per row). See main text for further details.

4. Z plus four-jet study

Figure 11 shows a Z plus four-jet study that is intended to help examine the structure of 3HS, in particular
the situation where the Z and each of the two pairs of jets arises from distinct hard scatterings. We apply the
usual ptZ < CZ = 2GeV requirements, and the same cuts for the two highest pt jets as in Fig. 5, but with an
additional constraint of ��12 > 3⇡/4, so as to enhance the contribution from the situation where the two leading
jets are from the same hard interaction. We then apply product and ratio cuts to a second pair of jets, jets 3 and 4,
p
pt3pt4 > 9fchg GeV, pt4 > 0.6 pt3. We also apply a rapidity cut |�yi,j | > 1, with i = {1, 2} and j = {3, 4}, to reduce

the likelihood that a jet in the first pair and a jet in the second pair originate from the fragmentation of a single
hard parton. Finally, we plot the distribution of ��34 in Fig. 11. We see some degree of peak around ��34 = ⇡,
for the most part a consequence of the 3HS that we were trying to isolate. Meanwhile the plateau region receives
contributions from a mix of 3HS, 4HS and even some 5HS, illustrating the considerable potential of such a Z + 4-jet
analysis. Clearly it would be interesting, in both the dijet and 4-jet studies, to further investigate the structure of
di↵erent numbers of interactions, for example by varying the jet pt cuts so as to modify the relative contributions
from di↵erent numbers of hard interactions.

1HS theory assumption: 5% uncertainty 
                                        50% correlated

2σ

5σ

significance of signal 
 of perturbative interconnection
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NB: 15 GeV cut reduces MPI purity, making this a difficult measurement
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FIG. 10. Statistical significance of the detection of the breaking of the pocket-formula with the rx/2 observable for three
di↵erent values of ⇢ in Eq. (A17) (one per column) and three di↵erent assumptions for the fractional uncertainties, fx and f2,
on the no-MPI cross section (one per row). See main text for further details.

4. Z plus four-jet study

Figure 11 shows a Z plus four-jet study that is intended to help examine the structure of 3HS, in particular
the situation where the Z and each of the two pairs of jets arises from distinct hard scatterings. We apply the
usual ptZ < CZ = 2GeV requirements, and the same cuts for the two highest pt jets as in Fig. 5, but with an
additional constraint of ��12 > 3⇡/4, so as to enhance the contribution from the situation where the two leading
jets are from the same hard interaction. We then apply product and ratio cuts to a second pair of jets, jets 3 and 4,
p
pt3pt4 > 9fchg GeV, pt4 > 0.6 pt3. We also apply a rapidity cut |�yi,j | > 1, with i = {1, 2} and j = {3, 4}, to reduce

the likelihood that a jet in the first pair and a jet in the second pair originate from the fragmentation of a single
hard parton. Finally, we plot the distribution of ��34 in Fig. 11. We see some degree of peak around ��34 = ⇡,
for the most part a consequence of the 3HS that we were trying to isolate. Meanwhile the plateau region receives
contributions from a mix of 3HS, 4HS and even some 5HS, illustrating the considerable potential of such a Z + 4-jet
analysis. Clearly it would be interesting, in both the dijet and 4-jet studies, to further investigate the structure of
di↵erent numbers of interactions, for example by varying the jet pt cuts so as to modify the relative contributions
from di↵erent numbers of hard interactions.
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Final topic: seeing 3HS [easy!]
➤ Only measurements of 3HS are in  

production, which is a difficult process 
to interpret even with just 1HS! 

➤ Instead, put tight  cut and 
look at  between two leading 
charged-track jets, with low  cuts (~ 
5 GeV on charged-track sum) 

➤ gives clear 2HS peak at  

➤ gives distribution ~independent of 
, when the Z and the 2 jets each 

come from different hard scatters  
(total of 3HS)

J/ψ

ptZ < 2 GeV
Δϕ

ptj

|Δϕ | ≃ π

|Δϕ |
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FIG. 4. Pythia8+MiNNLO and dShower results for the r15/2
ratio of Eq. (6). Note the deviation from 1 when perturba-
tive interconnection is turned on between the primary and
secondary hard scatters, i.e. diagrams as in Fig. 1b. The
dShower bands correspond to scale variation (see [26] §A3 for
further details). They include only the Zgg final state, which
represents about 50% of independent 2HS, and so should be
taken as qualitative. No jet rapidity cut is applied.

Fig. 4 shows the r15/2 ratio evaluated in three ways.
The Pythia8+MiNNLO curve corresponds to a full analy-
sis, using Pythia8+MiNNLO curve itself (without MPI),
to evaluate the no-MPI contribution for Eq. (3). Pythia8
does not include a perturbative interconnection mecha-
nism (though it has correlations related to momentum
conservation and colour reconnections [41]), and one sees
a result consistent with r15/2 = 1 to within statistical
fluctuations.

Fig. 4 also includes curves from the dShower pro-
gram [42, 43]. This is a state-of-the-art code that simu-
lates a pure 2HS component, with the option of including
interconnection e↵ects according to Ref. [9]. Rather than
carrying out a full analysis (which would require a con-
sistent merging with a 1HS component), we determine
the r15/2 ratio based on the truth Monte Carlo informa-
tion about the transverse momentum of the hard outgo-
ing partons in the 2 ! 2 interaction, i.e. the second hard
scattering. The pink curve is the result without intercon-
nection (with MSTW2008 PDFs [44]), and is consistent
with 1. The orange curve includes interconnection e↵ects,
and one clearly sees a 25-30% violation of the pocket for-
mula. The scope for measuring this experimentally in a
full analysis depends critically on the systematic errors
associated with the subtraction of the no-MPI contribu-
tion in Eq. (3). The significance of such a signal is dis-
cussed in [26] §A3, for various scenarios of uncertainties
on the no-MPI term, and the conclusion is that reason-
able assumptions lead to at least 2 standard deviations
at low ptj,min, which would correspond to exclusion of
the pocket formula. The significance can be raised by
increasing the accuracy of the no-MPI predictions, e.g.

FIG. 5. The distribution of the absolute value of ��12

between the two leading charged-track jets in events with
ptZ < 2GeV (cf. text for jet cuts). The plot shows a clear
signal not just of 2HS (in the peak) but also of 3HS (plateau).

with improved higher-order calculations.

The final question that we turn to is the sensitivity
to more than two simultaneous perturbative scatterings.
So far the only attempt to study this experimentally has
been in triple charmonium production, where the mea-
sured cross section has a large uncertainty [11, 45] and
where generic di�culties in understanding charmonium
production complicate the interpretation of the results.

Here we propose the study of charged-track jets, with
moderately low pt cuts. To illustrate the study, we con-
struct charged-track jets using charged particles with
|⌘| < 2.4 and pt > 0.5GeV. The use of charged par-
ticles enables the study of moderately low pt jets even
in high-pileup runs, thus exploiting the full luminosity of
the LHC. We order the jets in decreasing pt, and first
study the two leading jets, with a “product” cut [46],
p
pt1pt2 > 9fchg GeV, and a ratio cut, pt2 > 0.6 pt1. We

quote the cuts in terms of a charged-to-neutral conversion
ratio fchg = 0.65. The overall scale of the cuts ensures a
non-negligible likelihood that each event contains at least
one pair of jets.

Fig. 5 shows results for the absolute di↵erence in az-
imuthal angles between the two jets, ��12. This observ-
able is expected to peak around ��12 = ⇡ when the two
jets come from the same hard partonic interaction, and to
be uniformly distributed between 0 and ⇡ when the two
jets come from distinct partonic interactions. The plot
clearly shows both a peak and a continuum component.
A parton-level based decomposition ([26] § A5) of each
histogram bin shows that the plateau is dominated by
events with 3 hard scatterings (3HS), where each of the
two leading jets comes from a di↵erent HS (each distinct
from the one that produced the Z). The enhancement
near ��12 = ⇡ originates mostly from 2HS where the
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FIG. 4. Pythia8+MiNNLO and dShower results for the r15/2
ratio of Eq. (6). Note the deviation from 1 when perturba-
tive interconnection is turned on between the primary and
secondary hard scatters, i.e. diagrams as in Fig. 1b. The
dShower bands correspond to scale variation (see [26] §A3 for
further details). They include only the Zgg final state, which
represents about 50% of independent 2HS, and so should be
taken as qualitative. No jet rapidity cut is applied.

Fig. 4 shows the r15/2 ratio evaluated in three ways.
The Pythia8+MiNNLO curve corresponds to a full analy-
sis, using Pythia8+MiNNLO curve itself (without MPI),
to evaluate the no-MPI contribution for Eq. (3). Pythia8
does not include a perturbative interconnection mecha-
nism (though it has correlations related to momentum
conservation and colour reconnections [41]), and one sees
a result consistent with r15/2 = 1 to within statistical
fluctuations.

Fig. 4 also includes curves from the dShower pro-
gram [42, 43]. This is a state-of-the-art code that simu-
lates a pure 2HS component, with the option of including
interconnection e↵ects according to Ref. [9]. Rather than
carrying out a full analysis (which would require a con-
sistent merging with a 1HS component), we determine
the r15/2 ratio based on the truth Monte Carlo informa-
tion about the transverse momentum of the hard outgo-
ing partons in the 2 ! 2 interaction, i.e. the second hard
scattering. The pink curve is the result without intercon-
nection (with MSTW2008 PDFs [44]), and is consistent
with 1. The orange curve includes interconnection e↵ects,
and one clearly sees a 25-30% violation of the pocket for-
mula. The scope for measuring this experimentally in a
full analysis depends critically on the systematic errors
associated with the subtraction of the no-MPI contribu-
tion in Eq. (3). The significance of such a signal is dis-
cussed in [26] §A3, for various scenarios of uncertainties
on the no-MPI term, and the conclusion is that reason-
able assumptions lead to at least 2 standard deviations
at low ptj,min, which would correspond to exclusion of
the pocket formula. The significance can be raised by
increasing the accuracy of the no-MPI predictions, e.g.

FIG. 5. The distribution of the absolute value of ��12

between the two leading charged-track jets in events with
ptZ < 2GeV (cf. text for jet cuts). The plot shows a clear
signal not just of 2HS (in the peak) but also of 3HS (plateau).

with improved higher-order calculations.

The final question that we turn to is the sensitivity
to more than two simultaneous perturbative scatterings.
So far the only attempt to study this experimentally has
been in triple charmonium production, where the mea-
sured cross section has a large uncertainty [11, 45] and
where generic di�culties in understanding charmonium
production complicate the interpretation of the results.

Here we propose the study of charged-track jets, with
moderately low pt cuts. To illustrate the study, we con-
struct charged-track jets using charged particles with
|⌘| < 2.4 and pt > 0.5GeV. The use of charged par-
ticles enables the study of moderately low pt jets even
in high-pileup runs, thus exploiting the full luminosity of
the LHC. We order the jets in decreasing pt, and first
study the two leading jets, with a “product” cut [46],
p
pt1pt2 > 9fchg GeV, and a ratio cut, pt2 > 0.6 pt1. We

quote the cuts in terms of a charged-to-neutral conversion
ratio fchg = 0.65. The overall scale of the cuts ensures a
non-negligible likelihood that each event contains at least
one pair of jets.

Fig. 5 shows results for the absolute di↵erence in az-
imuthal angles between the two jets, ��12. This observ-
able is expected to peak around ��12 = ⇡ when the two
jets come from the same hard partonic interaction, and to
be uniformly distributed between 0 and ⇡ when the two
jets come from distinct partonic interactions. The plot
clearly shows both a peak and a continuum component.
A parton-level based decomposition ([26] § A5) of each
histogram bin shows that the plateau is dominated by
events with 3 hard scatterings (3HS), where each of the
two leading jets comes from a di↵erent HS (each distinct
from the one that produced the Z). The enhancement
near ��12 = ⇡ originates mostly from 2HS where the
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Final topic: seeing 3HS [easy!]
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FIG. 4. Pythia8+MiNNLO and dShower results for the r15/2
ratio of Eq. (6). Note the deviation from 1 when perturba-
tive interconnection is turned on between the primary and
secondary hard scatters, i.e. diagrams as in Fig. 1b. The
dShower bands correspond to scale variation (see [26] §A3 for
further details). They include only the Zgg final state, which
represents about 50% of independent 2HS, and so should be
taken as qualitative. No jet rapidity cut is applied.

Fig. 4 shows the r15/2 ratio evaluated in three ways.
The Pythia8+MiNNLO curve corresponds to a full analy-
sis, using Pythia8+MiNNLO curve itself (without MPI),
to evaluate the no-MPI contribution for Eq. (3). Pythia8
does not include a perturbative interconnection mecha-
nism (though it has correlations related to momentum
conservation and colour reconnections [41]), and one sees
a result consistent with r15/2 = 1 to within statistical
fluctuations.

Fig. 4 also includes curves from the dShower pro-
gram [42, 43]. This is a state-of-the-art code that simu-
lates a pure 2HS component, with the option of including
interconnection e↵ects according to Ref. [9]. Rather than
carrying out a full analysis (which would require a con-
sistent merging with a 1HS component), we determine
the r15/2 ratio based on the truth Monte Carlo informa-
tion about the transverse momentum of the hard outgo-
ing partons in the 2 ! 2 interaction, i.e. the second hard
scattering. The pink curve is the result without intercon-
nection (with MSTW2008 PDFs [44]), and is consistent
with 1. The orange curve includes interconnection e↵ects,
and one clearly sees a 25-30% violation of the pocket for-
mula. The scope for measuring this experimentally in a
full analysis depends critically on the systematic errors
associated with the subtraction of the no-MPI contribu-
tion in Eq. (3). The significance of such a signal is dis-
cussed in [26] §A3, for various scenarios of uncertainties
on the no-MPI term, and the conclusion is that reason-
able assumptions lead to at least 2 standard deviations
at low ptj,min, which would correspond to exclusion of
the pocket formula. The significance can be raised by
increasing the accuracy of the no-MPI predictions, e.g.

FIG. 5. The distribution of the absolute value of ��12

between the two leading charged-track jets in events with
ptZ < 2GeV (cf. text for jet cuts). The plot shows a clear
signal not just of 2HS (in the peak) but also of 3HS (plateau).

with improved higher-order calculations.

The final question that we turn to is the sensitivity
to more than two simultaneous perturbative scatterings.
So far the only attempt to study this experimentally has
been in triple charmonium production, where the mea-
sured cross section has a large uncertainty [11, 45] and
where generic di�culties in understanding charmonium
production complicate the interpretation of the results.

Here we propose the study of charged-track jets, with
moderately low pt cuts. To illustrate the study, we con-
struct charged-track jets using charged particles with
|⌘| < 2.4 and pt > 0.5GeV. The use of charged par-
ticles enables the study of moderately low pt jets even
in high-pileup runs, thus exploiting the full luminosity of
the LHC. We order the jets in decreasing pt, and first
study the two leading jets, with a “product” cut [46],
p
pt1pt2 > 9fchg GeV, and a ratio cut, pt2 > 0.6 pt1. We

quote the cuts in terms of a charged-to-neutral conversion
ratio fchg = 0.65. The overall scale of the cuts ensures a
non-negligible likelihood that each event contains at least
one pair of jets.

Fig. 5 shows results for the absolute di↵erence in az-
imuthal angles between the two jets, ��12. This observ-
able is expected to peak around ��12 = ⇡ when the two
jets come from the same hard partonic interaction, and to
be uniformly distributed between 0 and ⇡ when the two
jets come from distinct partonic interactions. The plot
clearly shows both a peak and a continuum component.
A parton-level based decomposition ([26] § A5) of each
histogram bin shows that the plateau is dominated by
events with 3 hard scatterings (3HS), where each of the
two leading jets comes from a di↵erent HS (each distinct
from the one that produced the Z). The enhancement
near ��12 = ⇡ originates mostly from 2HS where the
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Can one go beyond 3HS? [Not so easy]
➤ Select four leading jets 

➤ Pair them up (first two, next two) 

➤ Require first two to be back-to-back  

➤ Require  rapidity separations 
between first two and next two 

➤ examine  

➤ see small peak around  
(3HS) 

➤ continuum includes substantial 4HS 
contribution!

|Δy | > 1

|Δϕ34 |

|Δϕ34 | = π
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FIG. 11. The distribution of ��34 from the four-jet study in the text, illustrating the rich decomposition into di↵erent numbers
of MPI.

5. Determination of hard-scattering jet permutations

Several steps are required in order to obtain the breakdown into numbers of hard scatterings shown in Figs. 5 and
11.

In a parton-level Monte Carlo simulation with Pythia8, it is possible to associate each parton with a specific
underlying hard scattering. To do so, we use the event record as represented through the HepMC2 package [24].
In identifying the hard scattering association of each parton, some care is required, for example, to make sure that
initial-state radiation (and its subsequent showering) is correctly treated. This is illustrated in Fig. 12, which shows
an event with three hard scatterings (each represented in red). All partons in the event (both intermediate and final)
are colour-coded according to their associated hard scatter. One sees that final partons (those with no further vertices
emanating from them) may have their origin both before and after the hard scattering.

Given a hard scattering association for each parton, the next step is to obtain a hard-scattering association for a
given jet. Our approach is, for each jet, to identify the fraction of the jet’s momentum that comes from each of the
hard scatters. We declare the hard scatter that contributes the most to the jet to be the main source of that jet.

The next issue is that of how to transfer the information to hadron-level analyses such as those in Figs. 5 and 11.
Ideally, one would want to be able to identify, for each hadron, which MPI it came from. However hadrons may come
from more than one MPI, for example due to colour reconnections [41]. Therefore to obtain Figs. 5 and 11, we carry
out two analyses: one at hadron level, which determines the normalisation of each bin, and one at parton level, which
determines the relative contributions of di↵erent hard-scattering permutations to each bin.

If the hadron-level analysis uses all hadrons, we believe the above procedure to be adequate. However Figs. 5 and
11 use only charged hadrons, which introduces extra fluctuations (for example changing the pt ordering of the jets).
To reflect this in the parton-level analysis, we adopt a heuristic approach that splits each parton collinearly into three
or four pieces (with equal probability), distributes the parton’s momentum randomly between the di↵erent pieces, and
then assigns each piece a non-zero charge with a 61% probability (we do not impose charge conservation).4 To test
the ability of such a procedure to correctly simulate charged-to-full fluctuations, we take two samples of simulated
jets, one at hadron level, the other at parton level. In each case we require the full jet to have a minimum pt of 7GeV.
In the hadron-level sample, we examine the distribution of the ratio of the charged-hadrons’ total pt in each jet to
the full jet pt. In the parton-level sample, we examine the distribution of the ratio of the “charged” parton pieces’
total pt in each jet to the full jet pt. The two distributions are shown in Fig. 13 and can be seen to be remarkably
similar. In determining the relative fractions of di↵erent hard-scattering permutations for a given bin of Figs. 5 and
11, we use jets obtained from the clustering of just the charged parton pieces. We have verified that the histograms
(summed over all numbers of hard scatters) in the 2-jet and 4-jet analyses have similar shapes in the charged-hadron

4 Note that we take a slightly larger fchg = 0.65 in the main text when translating full-jet cuts to charged-track jet cuts. This is to
compensate in part for the fact that with a steeply falling spectrum, the cuts favour jets in which the charged component fluctuated up.
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Conclusions

Study of Drell-Yan events with tight cut on  opens door to numerous new MPI 
studies: 

➤ high-purity 2HS samples 

➤ QFT effects that interconnect primary and secondary hard scatters 

➤ easy 3HS studies (maybe even 4HS) 

➤ perhaps still more (flavour, γγ→  off Z-peak, etc.)? 

Overall 
 potential for significant impact on conceptual and quantitative  

understanding of multi-parton interactions.

ptZ
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MPI purity with ptZ < 15 GeV cut

24
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FIG. 7. The analogue of Fig. 3 in the letter but for a pt cut on the Z of ptZ < CZ = 15GeV. This shows that at moderately
high pt, the MPI fraction is still reasonable, ⇠ 25%. As discussed in the text, such an MPI fraction should still allow for a
quantitatively reliable extraction of hn(pt,min)ipure-MPI

15 , as needed for the evaluation of the r15/2. The Z selection results in a
Pythia8+MiNNLO cross section of �ptZ<15GeV ' 450 pb.

FIG. 8. Same as Figs. 4 and 7 but for a pt cut on the Z of ptZ < CZ = 10GeV. This shows higher MPI fraction
but lower interconnection e↵ects across all values of pt,min. The Z selection results in a Pythia8+MiNNLO cross section of
�ptZ<10GeV ' 340 pb.

set dShower’s ParamNu parameter to be either 1 or 0.5, corresponding to an impact parameter cuto↵ of the order
of the hard scale or half of it, respectively. Regarding µR, we set the flag MuRisPT to be either True or False,
corresponding to setting the renormalisation scale to be of the order of either the invariant mass of the two scatterings
or the transverse momentum scale of the outgoing particles (the leptons in the DY case). In all cases, we run with
UnequalScale=True so that the shower starting scales in the two hard scatterings are independent. The envelope of
all these variations constitutes the uncertainty band displayed in Fig. 4.

One general concern in the extraction of the r15/2 ratio, Eq. (6), is whether the relative MPI contribution to

hn(pt,min)i15, shown in Fig. 7, is su�ciently large that one can reliably determine hn(pt,min)i
pure-MPI
15 after subtracting

the no-MPI contribution, including its uncertainties. In particular, one might wonder whether it would be beneficial
to lower the upper ptZ cut. Fig. 8 demonstrates the higher purities that can be achieved by lowering the loose cut
to 10GeV, but at the cost of a reduced impact of interconnection e↵ects. Alternatively, one can select a bin in ptZ ,
e.g. 10 < ptZ < 15GeV as shown in Fig. 9. In this case, we find an enhanced signal of interconnection e↵ects but low
purities. At these low purities, even a small o↵set in jet energies between the no-MPI and the MPI samples (e.g. due
to imperfections of the area subtraction) may result in enhanced systematic errors on the rx/2 determination. This,
combined with an enhanced sensitivity to statistical fluctuations, may be the cause of the apparent deviation of the
Pythia+MiNNLO rx/2 result from one at high ptj,min.

An analysis of the uncertainties can help us understand which choice of cuts might give the most significant
determination of deviations from the pocket formula. In particular one should examine how rx/2 would be determined
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Using 10 < ptZ < 15 GeV for the loose sample: increases interconnection, reduces purity
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FIG. 9. Same as Figs. 4 and 7 but for a pt cut on the Z of 10 < ptZ < 15GeV. This shows lower MPI fraction but
higher interconnection e↵ects across all values of pt,min. The Z selection results in a Pythia8+MiNNLO cross section of
�10<ptZ<15GeV ' 110 pb.

experimentally,

rx/2 =
jexpx � hth

x

jexp2 � hth
2

, (A16)

with jexp being the measured jet rate and hth the theoretically determined no-MPI rate. The latter is subject to a
theoretical uncertainty, which we write as �hth = fhth, with f being a fractional error. The measured jet rate is
a↵ected both by statistical and systematic uncertainties. We assume that the experimental systematic uncertainties
would largely be correlated and so cancel in rx/2. We have checked that the statistical uncertainty is much smaller

than the theory uncertainty for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb�1. 3 Therefore, in what follows, we only consider
the propagation of �hth into the rx/2 uncertainty.

We find

�2
thrx/2 =


f2
2
(1� p2)2

p22
(rx/2)

2
� 2f2fx⇢

(1� p2)(1� px)

pxp2
rx/2 + f2

x
(1� px)2

p2x

�
, (A17)

where ⇢ quantifies the correlation between the theory error at CZ = xGeV and at CZ = 2GeV. We remind
the reader that the pocket-formula Eq. (5), corresponds to rx/2 = 1. In the following, we use as our estimate
of rx/2 the dShower result. The theoretical uncertainty is expressed in terms of the MPI fraction or “purity”:
p = npure-MPI/(npure-MPI+hth), as shown in the lower panels of Figs. 3 and 7. (The purity is defined as that obtained
when rx/2 = 1, and is always as obtained with a |yj | < 2 cut).

The quantity of interest is the significance (number of �) for observing e↵ects that go beyond the pocket-formula.
It can be obtained as (rx/2 � 1)/�rx/2. We use a dShower-like signal as a baseline. We plot the significance in
Fig. 10. The three bands show distinct choices of the upper ptZ cut, 15GeV (as used in the main text), 10GeV and
10 < ptZ < 15GeV. The columns show three values of the ⇢ parameter when evaluating the theoretical systematic
uncertainty via Eq. (A17): 0 (fx and f2 are fully uncorrelated), 0.5 and 1 (full correlation). The di↵erent rows
show a range of assumptions about the theoretical errors on the hard component: the choices fx = f2 = 5 � 10%
mimic the expected accuracy of the NNLO calculations of the Z + 2-jet rate that should hopefully become available
in the next few years. The fx = 10% and f2 = 20% reflects the uncertainty associated with scale variations in the
Pythia8+MiNNLO samples. The observed significance of the deviation from the pocket formula depends strongly
both on the assumptions for f2 and fx and on the value of the correlation parameter ⇢, as well as on ptj,min. In the
optimistic fx = f2 = 5% scenario, at the lower end of the ptj,min range, we see at least 4� significance even with
⇢ = 0, and over 5� if some correlation is assumed. Other scenarios still all give at least 2� at low ptj,min, which
would be su�cient to exclude the pocket-formula in the presence of an rx/2 e↵ect of the size suggested by dShower.
The much larger significances in the lower left-hand plot are an artefact of an almost exact cancellation of correlated
uncertainties between di↵erent ptZ cuts. Overall, we see the choice of upper ptZ cut is not too critical. A final
comment is that the generally improved significance with small f2 and fx may provide an additional motivation for
Z + 2-jet calculations at NNLO and beyond.

3 The impact of the statistical uncertainty should be properly assessed in the case of a dedicated low-pileup run.
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Extracting partonic hard-scattering classification from Pythia (via HepMC)
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FIG. 12. A graph representation of the branching and scattering in a parton-level event, as simulated with Pythia8. Each red
region corresponds to a hard partonic scattering. The showering associated with production of the Drell-Yan pair is shown
in cyan, while the showering associated with each of the two other hard scatters (which are both 2 ! 2 processes) is shown
respectively in magenta and yellow. Typical Pythia8 events contain significantly more than two additional hard scatters, but
the number has been restricted in this graph for simplicity, and simulation of final-state radiation has been turned o↵ for the
same reason.

FIG. 13. Illustration that the procedure described in the text to split partons into collinear pieces, some of which are taken
charged (“partonic scheme”), correctly reproduces the hadron-level distribution of charged-to-full transverse momentum fraction
in jets. The pt,j > 7GeV cut is applied on the full jets. See text for further details.

and charged-parton-piece analyses. We do, however, find a di↵erence in overall normalisation, by a factor of about
1.5�2.5 which is expected, because full hadron-level jets tend to have less energy than the full parton level jets, and
the splitting of partons into collinear pieces does not correct for that. We do not expect this to significantly modify
the relative fractions of di↵erent hard-scattering permutations in Figs. 5 and 11.
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Validation of simple parton → charged hadron conversion for hard-scatter classification
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FIG. 12. A graph representation of the branching and scattering in a parton-level event, as simulated with Pythia8. Each red
region corresponds to a hard partonic scattering. The showering associated with production of the Drell-Yan pair is shown
in cyan, while the showering associated with each of the two other hard scatters (which are both 2 ! 2 processes) is shown
respectively in magenta and yellow. Typical Pythia8 events contain significantly more than two additional hard scatters, but
the number has been restricted in this graph for simplicity, and simulation of final-state radiation has been turned o↵ for the
same reason.

FIG. 13. Illustration that the procedure described in the text to split partons into collinear pieces, some of which are taken
charged (“partonic scheme”), correctly reproduces the hadron-level distribution of charged-to-full transverse momentum fraction
in jets. The pt,j > 7GeV cut is applied on the full jets. See text for further details.

and charged-parton-piece analyses. We do, however, find a di↵erence in overall normalisation, by a factor of about
1.5�2.5 which is expected, because full hadron-level jets tend to have less energy than the full parton level jets, and
the splitting of partons into collinear pieces does not correct for that. We do not expect this to significantly modify
the relative fractions of di↵erent hard-scattering permutations in Figs. 5 and 11.
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Higgs production (gg channel said to have smaller σeff, mainly from J/ψ)

Optimal cut is  
~10% of events H events pass this cut  

(with  cut, full run 2+3 stats in H→ZZ*→  c. 50–100 events)

ptH ≲ 7 [GeV]

ptH 4ℓ
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ATLAS 1409.3433
➤ mostly a UE study 

➤ uses pZ
T < 5 GeV

30
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Fig. 9 Distributions of charged particle multiplicity density, Nch/dh df , in three different Z-boson transverse momentum, pZ
T, intervals, in the

toward (a) and transverse (b) regions. The error bars depict combined statistical and systematic uncertainties.

2

the effect of multiple proton-proton interactions in the same
bunch crossing (termed pile-up). The correction of the data
to the particle level, and the combination of the electron
and muon channel results are described in Sect. 7. Section 8
contains the estimation of the systematic uncertainties. The
results are discussed in Sect. 9 and finally the conclusions
are presented in Sect. 10.

2 Underlying event observables

Since there is no final-state gluon radiation associated with
a Z-boson, lepton-pair production consistent with Z-boson
decays provides a cleaner final-state environment than jet
production for measuring the characteristics of the underlying
event in certain regions of phase space. The direction of the
Z-boson candidate is used to define regions in the azimuthal
plane that have different sensitivity to the UE, a concept first
used in [12]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the azimuthal angular
difference between charged tracks and the Z-boson, |Df |=
|f �fZ-boson|, is used to define the following three azimuthal
UE regions:

– |Df |< 60�, the toward region,
– 60� < |Df |< 120�, the transverse region, and
– |Df |> 120�, the away region.

These regions are well defined only when the measured
pZ

T is large enough that, taking into account detector resolu-
tion, it can be used to define a direction. The away region
is dominated by particles balancing the momentum of the
Z-boson except at low values of pZ

T. The transverse region is
sensitive to the underlying event, since it is by construction
perpendicular to the direction of the Z-boson and hence it is
expected to have a lower level of activity from the hard scat-
tering process compared to the away region. The two opposite
transverse regions may be distinguished on an event-by-event
basis through their amount of activity, as measured by the
sum of the charged-particle transverse momenta in each of
them. The more or less-active transverse regions are then
referred to as trans-max and trans-min, respectively, with
the difference between them on an event-by-event basis for
a given observable defined as trans-diff [13, 14]. The activ-
ity in the toward region, which is similarly unaffected by
additional activity from the hard scatter, is measured in this
analysis, in contrast to the underlying event analysis in dijet
events [5].

The observables measured in this analysis are derived
from the number, Nch, and transverse momenta, pT, of sta-
ble charged particles in each event. They have been studied
both as one-dimensional distributions, inclusive in the prop-
erties of the hard process, and as profile histograms which
present the dependence of the mean value of each observable
(and its uncertainty) on pZ

T. The observables are summarised
in Tab. 1. The mean charged-particle transverse momentum is

Df�Df

Z-boson

Toward
|Df |< 60�

Away
|Df |> 120�

Transverse
60� < |Df |< 120�

Transverse
60� < |Df |< 120�

Fig. 1 Definition of UE regions as a function of the azimuthal angle
with respect to the Z-boson.

constructed on an event-by-event basis and is then averaged
over all events to calculate the observable mean pT.

Table 1 Definition of the measured observables. These are defined for
each azimuthal region under consideration except for pZ

T.

Observable Definition

pZ
T Transverse momentum of the Z-boson

Nch/dh df Number of stable charged particles
per unit h–f

ÂpT/dh df Scalar pT sum of stable charged
particles per unit h–f

Mean pT Average pT of stable charged
particles

3 The ATLAS detector

The ATLAS detector [11] covers almost the full solid angle
around the collision point. The components that are relevant
for this analysis are the tracking detectors, the liquid-argon
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Figure 10: Average particle density (left) and average SpT density (right) for Z events with
p

µµ
T < 5 GeV as a function of the center-of-mass energy, measured by CMS and CDF [9] in

the combined towards + transverse regions, compared to predictions from POWHEG + PYTHIA8,
POWHEG + HERWIG++, and POWHEG + PYTHIA8 without MPI. The error bars represent the
statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
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defined by summing only over charged final-state par- ticles, and is thus directly sensitive to hadronization
e↵ects.
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FIG. 2. Jet multiplicity distributions are compared for events with and without MPI. The events

from Z + jets processes are generated using powheg, parton showered and hadronized with

pythia8. Jets with pT larger than 20 GeV/c are considered. The distributions are shown (a)

without any condition on pZT and (b) with pZT less than 10 GeV/c. The ratio plot in the bottom

panel shows deviations of the distributions after switching o↵ MPI.

of MPI. The sensitivity to the presence of MPI increases significantly by requiring an upper

cut on the pT of Z-boson. It is observed that parameters of the MPI model, have increased

sensitivity in the jet multiplicity distribution than the correlation observables. Hence jet

multiplicity distribution associated with Z-boson can be used to perform the inclusive MPI

measurements at the LHC and constraint MPI model parameters with better precision.
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Figure 2: Jet multiplicity in three different regions of pT(Z): pT(Z) < 10 GeV (upper left),
30 < pT(Z) < 50 GeV (upper right), pT(Z) > 100 GeV (lower). The error bars on the
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shows the total statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. Predictions using
MG5 AMC+PY8 ( 2j NLO) with and without MPI are shown.
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Figure 8: Cross section as a function of Df(j1 j2) between two leading jets in three pT(Z) regions:
pT(Z) < 10 GeV (upper left), 30 < pT(Z) < 50 GeV (upper right), pT(Z) > 100 GeV (lower).
The error bars on the data points represent the statistical uncertainty of the measurement, and
the hatched band shows the total statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
Predictions using MG5 AMC+PY8 ( 2j NLO) with and without multiparton interactions are
shown.
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